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Abstract

In general, the proton NMR spectra of chiral molecules aligned in the chiral liquid crystalline media are broad and featureless. The
analyses of such intricate NMR spectra and their routine use for spectral discrimination of R and S optical enantiomers are hindered. A
method is developed in the present study which involves spin state selective two dimensional correlation of higher quantum coherence to
its single quantum coherence of a chemically isolated group of coupled protons. This enables the spin state selective detection of proton
single quantum transitions based on the spin states of the passive nuclei. The technique provides the relative signs and magnitudes of the
couplings by overcoming the problems of enantiomer discrimination, spectral complexity and poor resolution, permitting the complete
analyses of the otherwise broad and featureless spectra. A non-selective 180� pulse in the middle of MQ dimension retains all the remote
passive couplings. This accompanied by spin selective MQ–SQ conversion leads to spin state selective coherence transfer. The removal of
field inhomogeneity contributes to dramatically enhanced resolution. The difference in the cumulative additive values of chemical shift
anisotropies and the passive couplings, between the enantiomers, achieved by detecting Nth quantum coherence of N magnetically equiv-
alent spins provides enhanced separation of enantiomer peaks. The developed methodology has been demonstrated on four different chi-
ral molecules with varied number of interacting spins, each having a chiral centre.
� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The enatiomeric discrimination by NMR spectroscopy
is a well established tool [1,2]. The derivation of this infor-
mation from the isotropic media using chiral derivatising
agents is not routinely feasible. On the other hand the
weakly aligned chiral liquid crystalline media has been
extensively employed as an alternate to isotropic media
[3]. The degree of ordering in the chiral media is several
orders of magnitude smaller than in achiral thermotropic
nematic liquid crystalline phase. The orientational param-
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eters of the two enantiomers are not identical and this fact
has been exploited for their discrimination and also to
determine enantiomeric excess (ee). The difference between
the order parameters of the enantiomers is of the order of
10�3–10�5 [4]. Nevertheless, it has a significant effect on the
anisotropic NMR spectral parameters like chemical shift
(Dri) anisotropies, dipolar couplings (Dij) and quadrupolar
couplings (Qi). As far as the proton detection is concerned,
many a time the difference in Dri between the enantiomers
is not significant and the transitions are indistinguishably
overlapped. Hence Dri is not a suitable and exclusive
parameter for visualizing enantiomers. However, the over-
lapped spectra with double the number of transitions are
required to be unraveled before the analyses. Therefore,
the dipolar couplings among protons, being more sensitive
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Fig. 1. The racemic structures and number of interacting spins in (1) (R/
S)-2-chloropropanoic acid, (2) (R/S)-3-butyn-2-ol, (3) (R/S)-propylene
carbonate and (4) (R/S)-propylene oxide.
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to order parameters, are the obvious choice for such a pur-
pose. Even though the spins are dipolar coupled, unlike in
thermotropic liquid crystals, the spin systems are weakly
coupled. Thus the spectra are amenable to first order anal-
yses analogous to that of liquid state spectra. But the big-
gest bottleneck is the unresolved transitions from several
short and long distance dipolar couplings. Furthermore,
when the number of interacting spins increases, there is
an excessive broadening preventing the analyses, which
precludes the unraveling of the transitions for each enan-
tiomer. Several methods to visualize the enantiomers using
1H, 13C, 19F and extensive 2H detection are available in the
literature [5–19]. Each of these techniques has several dis-
tinct advantages and aids in chiral discrimination. Proton
detection on the other hand is always advantageous
because of high sensitivity due to high magnetic moment,
high natural abundance, abundant presence in all the chiral
organic molecules and enormous saving in experimental
time. However, in the literature, the analyses of proton
spectra have been described as difficult in complicated sys-
tems. Therefore, the development of any experimental
methodology for enhancing the spectral resolution and
simplification finds potential application.

The spin state selective detection is an important exper-
imental tool that can be employed for such a purpose. In
the spin state selective detection the high field and low field
components of the multiplet are separated. This is an
invaluable method for measuring very small couplings in
biological macromolecules and also in high resolution solid
state NMR studies. Several variants of this method to
derive spectral information are reported in the literature
[20–38].

Our recent work on selective detection of single quan-
tum (SQ) transitions based on the spin states of the hetero
nuclei [39] removed the redundancy of the SQ transitions
required for extracting the coupling information. We have
extended this MQ (multiple quantum) technique for the
study of weakly aligned chiral molecules in the chiral liquid
crystal media and developed the DQ-SERF (Double Quan-
tum Selective Refocusing) experiment which does not uti-
lize the spin state selection but provided unraveling of the
overlapped peaks of the selectively excited methyl proton
resonances [40]. In DQ-SERF excitation of double quan-
tum coherence of methyl protons and retention of passive
couplings among methyl protons results in higher resolu-
tion in double quantum dimension. However, single quan-
tum dimension displays all the transitions arising from all
the couplings and still remains complex. Further we have
developed a methodology which is a blend of multiple
quantum excitation and spin state selection. The spin state
selection is achieved by spin selective correlation of higher
quantum coherence to single quantum coherence of iso-
lated coupled spins and retention of all the passive cou-
plings in both the dimensions. This results in higher
resolution in higher quantum dimension in spite of reten-
tion of all the couplings. Furthermore, the spin state
detected fewer number of transitions provides even higher
resolution in the SQ dimension. On the contrary, in DQ-
SERF because of the refocusing of the remote passive cou-
plings in DQ dimension, spin state selective detection could
not be achieved and the spectra in the direct dimension is
still complex. Thus the present work is superior as it simpli-
fies the complex multiplet pattern, provides dramatically
enhanced resolution both in SQ and MQ dimensions, sep-
arates the active (short distance) and passive (long dis-
tance) couplings for each enantiomer and achieves
enantiomeric discrimination. The complete spectral infor-
mation could be extracted, which was impossible from
the unresolved one dimensional 1H spectrum. The detailed
understanding of the work is discussed. The elegant tech-
nique is robust and the pulse sequence is easy to
implement.

2. Experimental confirmation

For the demonstration of the new experimental method-
ology, the molecules (R/S)-2-chloropropanoic acid (1), (R/
S)-3-butyn-2-ol (2), (R/S)-propylene carbonate (3) and (R/
S)-propylene oxide (4), each having a chiral centre were
chosen. The samples were purchased from Sigma. The
racemic structures of these molecules are given in Fig. 1.
The oriented samples were prepared by the method
described in the literature [10,15]. For the oriented sample
1, 50 mg of the racemic sample, 80 mg of poly-c-benzyl-L-
glutamate (PBLG) and 300 mg of CDCl3 were taken. For
aligned sample 2, 85 mg of PBLG, 59 mg of (R/S)-3-
butyn-2-ol procured from Sigma and 450 mg of CDCl3
were taken. For aligned sample 3, 54 mg of 3, 102.8 mg
of PBLG and 665 mg of CDCl3 were taken. For oriented
sample 4, 42.5 mg of the sample, 78 mg of PBLG with
DP 782 procured from Sigma and 580 mg of CDCl3 were
taken. The samples were sealed in a 5 mm NMR tube to
avoid the evaporation of the solvent and then centrifuged
back and forth for several hours till the visually homoge-
neous phase was observed. The orientation of the sample



Fig. 3. (a) The pulse sequence used for the selective excitation of 3Q
coherence of methyl group for the molecules 1 and 2. The phases of the
pulses are; U1 = (12) X, U2 = (12) Y, U3 = Y and UR = X and the selection
of the higher quantum coherence is by the gradients; (b) The pulse
sequence used for the selective excitation of 3Q coherence of methyl group
for the molecules 3 and 4. The phases of the pulses are; U1 = (12) X,
U2 = (12) Y, U3 = Y, U4 = X and UR = X. Triple Quantum EXORCY-
CLE phase cycling is used for the non-selective 180� pulse (to remove field
inhomogeneity) in the middle of 3Q dimension. The phase cycling of odd
and even quantum schemes are different [43].
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was investigated by monitoring the 2H doublet separation
of CDCl3. The temperature was maintained at 300, 300.7,
300 and 303 K for 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, using Bruker
BVT 3000 temperature controller unit of the DRX-500
NMR spectrometer. The one dimensional proton spectra
of all the molecules with expanded regions and assignments
to different protons taken from the literature [4, 7, 10 and
11] are given in Fig. 2. The spectral complexity progres-
sively increases on going from top trace to bottom trace.
The real challenge is the analyses of the spectra of 3 and
4, which are broad and featureless.

The spin selective excitation of the triple quantum (3Q)
coherence of coupled spins is the basis of this new method-
ology. The pulse sequence utilized for this experiment is
given in Fig. 3a [41]. In the indirect dimension (t1 dimen-
sion) the MQ coherence is allowed to evolve and at the
end of the t1 period, the magnetization is converted back
to single quantum coherence for detection (t2 dimension).

To excite 3Q quantum coherence in an A3 spin system
like methyl protons, the delay, s, between the first and
the second 90� pulses should be 1/2(2THH), where 2THH

(which corresponds to 3(2DHH)) refers to the separation
between the adjacent transitions of the triplet arising from
the coupling of protons that are two bonds away. The 3Q
excitation is maximum for 1/2 (3 � 2DHH). This can be
understood using the product operator formalism [42].
For an A3 spin system, the spin operator terms present just
before the second 90� pulse of the pulse sequence shown in
Fig. 3a at the position A are;

�IY cos2 pð2T HHÞsþ 2IX SZ sin 2pð2T HHÞsþ 2IY SZRZ

� sin2 pð2T HHÞs ð1Þ
2.02.53.03.54.04.5 ppm

1.01.52.02.53.03.5 ppm

4.24.44.64.85.0 ppm 1.51.6 ppm

1.251.30 ppm2.22.32.42.52.62.72.82.9 ppm
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Fig. 2. From top to bottom: 500 MHz one dimensional 1H spectrum of
(R/S)-2-chloropropanoic acid; (R/S)-3-butyn-2-ol, (R/S)-propylene car-
bonate and (R/S)-propylene oxide respectively. The expansions of the
particular regions of each spectrum and the assignment to different
protons are shown.
where the term IYSZRZ sin2p(2THH)s is converted into a 3Q
coherence by the 2nd 90� pulse of phase y. The experimen-
tally found optimum values of s generally do not agree
with the theoretical one. This is because the MQ excitation
is non uniform [43]. A detailed discussion of the optimiza-
tion of s delay and its effect on the intensity of the peaks
and the problems and prospects of enantiomeric excess
measurement has already been reported [40].

Three types of MQ experiments have been carried
out, viz., (a) selective excitation of isolated methyl pro-
ton resonances of all the molecules, (b) bi-selective exci-
tation of methine and acetylenic protons in 2 and (c)
selective excitation of methine and methylene protons
in 3 and 4.

In 1, the methyl and methine resonances are well sepa-
rated. The spectrum is a overlap of transitions from R

and S enantiomers with the 140 Hz bandwidth for the
methyl region. Thus it was possible for the simultaneous
and selective excitation of the methyl protons of both the
enantiomers. However, the challenge was the differential
dipolar couplings among the protons of the methyl group
in each enantiomer. As discussed in the earlier work [40],
a series of two dimensional experiments were carried out
to optimize the s delay for maximizing the signal intensity
for the methyl group. The intensity of the spectrum for the
first t1 incremental delay corresponding to each enantiomer
was monitored as a function of s delay. The average delay
which gave maximum and comparable signal intensities for
both the enantiomers was chosen. Identical procedure was
followed for all the other molecules and the acquisition and
processing parameters are reported in the corresponding
figure captions. All the spectra are reported in magnitude
mode.
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Fig. 4. 2D 3Q–SQ spectrum of (R/S)-2-chloropropanoic acid of methyl
protons along with F1 and F2 projections. The t1 and t2 dimensions
corresponds to 3Q and SQ dimensions. The 2D data matrix is 1331 � 416
and zero filled to 4 and 2 k points before processing. The sine bell window
function is used in both the dimensions. Four scans for each FID and a
recycle delay of 4 s. The optimized s delay is 41 ms. The seduce shaped
pulse lengths are 1.38 ms at 36 db for 90� and the length is 2.76 ms for 180�
pulses. Digital resolution is 0.14 and 0.07 Hz in F1 and F2 dimensions.
Assignment for the enantiomers R and S is taken from the literature [9].
jaR>, jbR> and jaS > , jbS> are the two spin states of the passive spin for
the enantiomers R and S, respectively. The separations (in Hz) depicted in
alphabets provide coupling information. For R enantiomer:
a = 2TH4H4 = 54.1 Hz and b = 3TH4H5 = 16.4 Hz. For S enantiomer;
c = 2TH4H4 = 88.8 Hz, d = 3TH4H5 = 17.3 Hz. The expansion of the two
regions of the spectrum shown clearly identifies the two peaks of the
enantiomers. Notice the advantage of spin state selection and scaling of
the coupling to resolve the peaks shown in two expanded regions.
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3. Theory of spin state selective MQ–SQ correlation

The detailed theoretical description is available as addi-
tional material. However, the few salient and relevant
points are discussed below. As the spectra in PBLG med-
ium is first order, for the theoretical understanding of the
present spin state selective correlation is discussed in our
earlier work [44]. The only difference between isotropic case
and PBLG studies is that Jij is replaced by Tij where
Tij = J + 2Dij for nonequivalent spins and Tij = 3Dij for
equivalent spins.

For spin state selective coherence transfer, two points
are of vital importance; (a) couplings to a passive spin
should be retained in both the MQ and SQ dimensions
and (b) the MQ–SQ conversion is carried out with spin
selective pulse without disturbing the states of the passive
spin. In such an experiment the ja> domain MQ coherence
is correlated to ja> domain SQ coherences only and there is
no coherence transfer to the jb> domain SQ coherences.
The same analogy holds good for jb> domain MQ coher-
ence. This is an important difference when compared to
conventional MQ–SQ correlation experiment where MQ–
SQ conversion is carried out with non-selective pulses.

Some important features of this methodology in the
context of enantiomeric discrimination required to be high-
lighted are; (i) A complex multiplet that is difficult to ana-
lyze in one dimensional proton spectrum can be separated
into individual sub spectra in different cross sections
depending on the passive spin states thereby achieving
spectral simplification. This separates the active and pas-
sive couplings and achieves very high resolution in both
MQ and SQ dimensions, (ii) active couplings are present
in each SQ cross section corresponding to each passive spin
state in MQ dimension, (iii) the displacements between dif-
ferent sub spectra provide the passive couplings and (iv) the
relative signs of the couplings can be determined from the
comparison of the tilts of the displacement vector unlike
any of the earlier reported experiments including DQ-
SERF.

DQ-SERF is also a spin selective MQ–SQ correlation
experiment. Nevertheless, significant difference arises from
the fact that in DQ-SERF the methyl proton spin selective
refocusing pulse is utilized in the middle of the DQ dimen-
sion to achieve high resolution by removing the existence of
remote passive couplings. As an example in (R/S)-propyl-
ene oxide the coupling of methyl protons to methylene pro-
tons and the methine proton are removed. However, for
spin state selective coherence transfer like in the present
study the existence of the remote couplings in the MQ
dimension is crucial.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. (R/S)-2-chloropropanoic acid

The signal from the hydroxyl proton is broadened and it
does not display coupling to other protons. Thus the spin
system of the protons in 1 is of the type A3X where A refers
to methyl protons and X corresponds to methine proton.
The one dimensional 1H spectrum in the chiral liquid crys-
tal PBLG shown in Fig. 2a has well separated peaks for
methyl and methine protons. The methyl protons are split
into 1:2:1 triplet due to residual proton dipolar couplings
among magnetically equivalent protons. The separation
between two adjacent transitions provides 2THH

(=3x2DHH), where T refers to the sum of dipolar couplings
and the superscript 2 refers to the proton that is two bonds
away. Due to magnetic equivalence, JHH does not influence
the spectrum and the separation of two consecutive transi-
tions directly provides (3 � 2DHH). Each of these transi-
tions is further split into doublets of equal intensity due
to coupling with methine proton. Thus the six transitions
observed can be visualized as two A3 sub spectra corre-
sponding to two passive spin states of X spin. One of the
A3 sub spectra corresponds to methine proton in the ja>
state and the other for the methine proton in the jb> state.
The methine proton is a quartet due to its coupling with
methyl protons.

2D spectrum correlating the 3Q–SQ coherence of methyl
group is shown in Fig. 4 along with the corresponding pro-
jections. The assignments to R and S enantiomers are taken
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from the literature [9]. The separation of the two A3 sub
spectra from each other, for each enantiomer, into different
cross sections is clearly evident. The spin selected 3Q coher-
ence of the methyl protons evolves at the sum of the reso-
nance offsets of all the A spins (chemical shifts can be
treated as zero due to magnetic equivalence of all the three
protons) under the sum of the passive couplings 3THH. In
the 3Q dimension A3X spin system behaves like an AX spin
system, where A is the super spin and the 3Q spectrum cor-
responds to A part of the AX spectrum and display a dou-
blet. This doublet separation is 3(3THH) = 3(2DHH + JHH)
rather than 3THH between adjacent SQ transitions in a
SQ spectrum and plays a prominent role in enhanced sep-
aration of enantiomer peaks. The basic symmetry functions
for an A3 spin systems is already reported in our earlier
work [40]. There are two 3Q transitions for each enantio-
mer which are, jaAaAaA(aX) > ?jbAbA bA(aX)> and
jaAaAaA (bX) > ?jbAbAbA(bX) > , corresponding to ja>
and jb> spin states of passive spin X.

The one dimensional proton spectrum corresponding to
the methyl region and the cross sections taken on the SQ
dimension at different spin states of 3Q dimension of
Fig. 4 is plotted in Fig. 5a–f. Each of these cross sections
is a triplet and pertains to sub spectrum according to ja>
and jb> spin states of the passive proton. Thus the spin
state selective detection of A3 SQ transitions is achieved.
For the transition within each sub spectrum, the spin state
of X remains the same in both t1 and t2 dimensions. Thus
the coupling to remote proton is removed in each cross sec-
tion resulting in half the number of transitions compared to
one dimensional spectrum and hence high resolution in SQ
dimension. This allows the precise measurement of 2THH.
Therefore, in a single experiment not only one can deter-
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Fig. 5. (a) The methyl region of the one dimensional 1H spectrum of
Fig. 1a and b) the projection of the 2D spectrum of Fig. 4. taken along the
F2 dimension and (c–f) the cross sections taken along F2 for each spin state
in the 3Q dimension of Fig. 4. aS, aR and, bS, bR are the two spin states for
R and S enantiomers in the 3Q dimension.
mine both 2THH and 3THH but also separate them which
was not possible from any earlier reported experiments
including DQ-SERF. This reduces the spectral complexity
arising out of too many couplings leading to unresolved
transitions in a single dimension (one dimensional 1H spec-
trum) and aids in the simplification of enantiomer spectra.
In an earlier study using the nonselective MQT experiment
[8] in a strongly orienting media, there is no spin state selec-
tion and all the short and long distance couplings in the
molecule are present in each cross section and hence no
spectral simplification.

In addition to dipolar couplings, there is also advantage
due to the scaling of the chemical shift anisotropy for chiral
discrimination. The difference in anisotropic chemical shifts
between the R and S enantiomers in the SQ dimension is
4.6 Hz. Though it is possible to visualize in the one dimen-
sional spectra (Fig. 2a), it is better visualized in 3Q dimen-
sion (Fig. 4). Due to magnetic equivalence of methyl
protons, this value is also enhanced three times, i.e.,
13.8 Hz in the 3Q dimension which can be viewed after dis-
crimination by comparing the centre of the two separated
spectra.

All the separations which provide spectral parameters,
viz., a = 2TH4H4, b = 3TH4H5 for the R enantiomer and
c = 2TH4H4, d = 3TH4H5 for the S enantiomer are marked
in Fig. 4. These values are reported in the figure caption.

4.2. (R/S)-3-butyn-2-ol

The protons of 2 form a spin system of the type A3MX.
The one dimensional 1H spectrum given in Fig. 2b has well
resolved peaks for the CH3 and two CH groups. The peak
due to hydroxyl proton is broadened and do not display
coupling pattern from any other protons. The methyl pro-
tons experience three different type of couplings, viz. (a)
coupling among themselves (2THH) leading to a triplet,
(b) coupling between methyl and methine (M-spin) proton
(3THH) giving a doublet for each transition of the triplet, (c)
coupling between methyl and acetylenic (X-spin) proton
(5THH) giving a doublet of a triplet. The twelve transitions
observed can be construed as four A3 sub spectra corre-
sponding to four possible passive spin states of M and X
spins together.

In the 3Q dimension the spin system is of the type AMX,
where A is a super spin with three methyl protons, M and
X are the protons from the methine and acetylenic groups,
respectively. The 3Q dimension is the A part of the AMX
spin system where the magnetization evolve under the
sum of the passive couplings. The 2D 3Q–SQ spectrum
and the assignments of peaks to R and S taken from the lit-
erature [4], along with the F1 and F2 projections are given
in Fig. 6. Our spectral parameters are substantially differ-
ent from the literature values. However, we have adopted
the trend that the larger coupling is from R enantiomer
in making assingments. Corresponding to four spin states
jaa > , jab > , jba> and jbb> of the passive spins M and
X, there are four allowed 3Q transitions for A spin arising
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from each enantiomer unlike 12 crowded transitions in a
SQ spectrum. Thus spectrum in 3Q dimension gets highly
resolved which aids in enantiomeric discrimination. From
the previously published work [4] the spectrum with a
higher degree of ordering was assigned to R enantiomer.
The cross sections taken along the SQ dimension for each
spin state of an enantiomer provides only the active cou-
pling between the methyl protons, which is a triplet. There
are four such triplets pertaining to four A3 sub spectra in
different cross sections. Thus high resolution is achieved
also in SQ dimension. Four such cross sections with iden-
tical active coupling unambiguously differentiate the peaks
arising from each enantiomer.

From the 3Q dimension the passive coupling informa-
tion, 3THH and 5THH, could be determined directly. The
separation between the states Raa and Rba or Rab and Rbb

shown in Fig. 6 provides 3ð3TR
HHÞ, which is the sum of

the scalar and dipolar couplings between the methyl pro-
tons and methine proton. Similarly, the separation between
the states Saa and Sba or Sab and Sbb provides 3ð3TS

HHÞ for
S enantiomer. The long distance coupling 3(5THH)(R/S),
could also be obtained from the separations of the peaks
corresponding to the spin states Raa and Rab or Rba and
Rbb for the R enantiomer and Saa and Sab or Sba and Sbb

for the S enantiomer. The derivable parameters from the
respective displacements of the sub spectra a = (2TH7H7),
b = 3(3TH6H7), c = (5TH5H7), for R enantiomer and
d = (2TH7H7), e = (3TH6H7) and f = (5TH5H7) for S enantio-
mer are marked in Fig. 6. The derived parameters are
reported in the figure caption.

The dipolar coupling between methine and acetylenic
protons, a parameter lacking for complete analysis, does
not evolve either in the SQ dimension or in the 3Q dimen-
sion. This can be determined by a spin selective DQ–SQ
spectrum of the methine and acetylenic protons. In this sit-
uation the DQ dimension pertains to A part of an AX3 spin
system giving rise to a quartet. The cross section taken along
SQ dimension for each spin state in the DQ dimension pro-
vides a doublet due to active coupling between methine and
acetylenic protons at their respective chemical shifts. This
spectrum is not shown but the values for (4TH5H6)R and
(4TH5H6)S are 21.1 and 13.6 Hz, respectively. The F1 dimen-
sion provides a quartet for each enantiomer which gives the
coupling to the methyl protons. This information is, how-
ever, redundant as it has already been obtained from the
previous experiment. In an earlier study on this molecule
[4], the enantiomers have been visualized using their excess
and the iterative analyses have been carried out to derive
all the spectral parameters. The information on the cou-
plings determined from the present experiment can be used
in such iterative analysis as the starting parameters. This
also significantly simplifies the analysis of the one dimen-
sional single quantum spectrum as the number of parame-
ters required to be iterated are reduced.

4.3. (R/S)—propylene carbonate and (R/S)—propylene

oxide

In 3 and 4, protons form a weakly coupled spin system
of the type A3MNX where A3 corresponds to active methyl
protons, M and N are the two passive methylene protons
and X is the methine proton. The methyl protons experi-
ence four different type of couplings, viz. (a) couplings
among themselves (2THH) leading to a triplet, (b) coupling
between methyl and methine (X-spin) proton (3THH) giving
a doublet for each transition of the triplet, (c) coupling
from the two diastereomeric methylene protons (M and
N spins, protons numbered 6 and 7 in Fig. 1) (4THH) giving
rise to further splitting of each transition to doublet of dou-
blet. The twenty four transitions observed can be visualized
as eight A3 sub spectra corresponding to eight passive spin
states of M, N and X together.

The one dimensional spectra of 3 and 4 are shown in
Fig. 2c and d. The spectrum for the methyl region of both
3 and 4 consists of 48 transitions which is a mixture of spec-
tra from the two enantiomers resonating within 90 Hz
spectral width for 3 and 40 Hz for 4. The broad and fea-
tureless spectrum due to small strengths of the long dis-
tance couplings makes it impossible to recognize any fine
structure. Achieving both high resolution in 3Q dimension
and spin state selective detection, in spite of very small cou-
plings from the two methylene protons which is unre-
solved, is a big challenge. This is due to the contributions
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of the field inhomogeneity at the higher quantum coher-
ence. When the spatially dependent field inhomogeneity,
DB0(r), is taken into account, the precessional frequency
of the higher quantum (xHQ) is given as

xHQ ¼
X

DmIðxI þ cIDB0ðsrÞÞ ð2Þ

Thus the inhomogeneity contribution increases linearly
with the detection of the higher quantum order. Therefore,
the 3Q order has three times the enhanced signal broaden-
ing. One method to remove this field inhomogeneity contri-
bution is to apply a non-selective 180� pulse in the middle
of the t1 dimension which refocuses the chemical shifts and
retains all the passive couplings for spin state selection [43].
This pulse scheme (Fig. 3b), although improves the contour
spread, was not essential for the two molecules discussed
earlier as the transitions were sufficiently resolved.

The selective methyl protons excited two dimensional
3Q–SQ correlated spectrum of 3 is given in Fig. 7. In the
3Q dimension, the spin system is of the type AMNX.
The three protons M, N and X are passive spins. 2THH in
A3 are the active couplings while one 3THH and two
4THH constitute the passive couplings. The 3Q dimension
provides eight transitions for each enantiomer pertaining
to eight spin states of M, N and X. Assignments for R

and S is taken from the literature [6]. For the S enantiomer
the two types of 4THH are equal and hence results in a trip-
let of a doublet (due to 3THH) in the 3Q dimension and are
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Fig. 7. Two dimensional 3Q–SQ spectra of selectively excited methyl
protons in (R/S)-propylene carbonate. Assignments to R and S are taken
from the literature [6]. The 2D data matrix is 368 � 96 and zero filled to
1 k and 256 points before Fourier transformation. The sine bell window
function is used in both the dimensions. Eight scans for each FID and a
recycle delay of 4 s. The optimized s delay is 12.5 ms. The seduce shaped
pulse lengths are 2.5 and 3 ms for 90� and 180� pulses, respectively. Digital
resolution is 0.37 and 0.14 in F1 and F2 dimensions. The separations (in
Hz) depicted in alphabets provide coupling information. For S enantio-
mer: a = 2TH4H4 = 18.3, b = 3TH4H5 = 13.7, c = (4TH4H6) and
d = 4TH4H7 = 3.2. For R enantiomer; e = 2TH4H4 = 35.4,
f = 3TH4H5 = 9.5, g = (4TH4H6) = 2.8 and h = 4TH4H7 = 0.9. Two types
of 4THH (between 4 and 6, between 4 and 7) are arbitrary for R enantiomer
and they are equal for the S enantiomer.
marked S in Fig. 7. However, for the R enantiomer the two
types of 4THH are unequal. Hence 3Q dimension provide
eight distinct transitions marked R in the figure. Unlike
the 48 transitions of one dimensional spectrum the 3Q
spectrum contains only eight transitions which dramati-
cally enhanced the resolution and visualization of
enantiomers.

The cross sections taken along the SQ dimension for
each passive spin state in 3Q dimension is a triplet due to
active coupling 2THH. The eight A3 sub spectra (triplets)
for eight passive spin states are observed for R enantiomer.
However, for S enantiomer, six triplets with smaller dipolar
couplings are observed. The separations providing spectral
parameters are; a = 2TH4H4, b = 3TH4H5, c = d = 4TH4H6 =
4TH4H7 for the S enantiomer and e = 2TH4H4, f = 3TH4H5,
g = 4TH4H6, h = 4TH4H7 for the R enantiomer are marked
in Fig. 7. The coupling information among protons num-
bered, 5, 6 and 7 are not reflected either in the 3Q or in
the SQ dimension.

For the determination of the complete spectral informa-
tion another 3Q–SQ experiment with 5, 6 and 7 protons as
active spins was carried out. This spectrum is shown in
Fig. 8. In the 3Q dimension the spin system is of the type
AX3 where super spin A pertains to M, N and X spins
and the methyl protons are the passive spins. The A part
of this AX3 is detected in the 3Q dimension. 3Q dimension
is therefore a quartet for each enantiomer, indicated by
tilted broken lines for four R and S transitions each. Active
coupling 2TH6H7 appearing at chemical shift positions of
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Fig. 8. Two dimensional 3Q–SQ correlation spectra of (R/S)-propylene
carbonate with selective excitation of protons numbered 5, 6 and 7. The
2D data matrix is 1638 � 80 points and zero filled to 2 k and 256 points
before Fourier transformation. The sine bell window function is used in
both the dimensions. Eight scans for each FID and recycle delay is 4 s. The
digital resolution is 0.35 and 0.31 in F1 and F2 dimensions. The optimized
s delay is 14.28 ms. The seduce shaped pulse length are 2.4 and 3.3 ms for
the 90� and 180� pulses. The separations providing coupling information
(in Hz) are marked. For S enantiomer; i (3TH5H6) = 18.4, j

(3TH5H7) = 24.3, k (3TH6H7) = 61.8, For R enantiomer; l

(3TH5H6) = 25.3, m (3TH5H7) = 32.7, n (3TH6H7) = 52.1.
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both H6 and H7 is marked as k. At H7 position 3TH5H7 (j)
and at H6 position 3TH6H5(i) are also marked. The right tilt
of the quartet in each chemical shift position shown by bro-
ken line implies that all the passive couplings are of the
same sign. The separations i, j and k for S enantiomer
and l, m and n for R enantiomer are also marked in the fig-
ure. The passive couplings can also be determined from this
experiment using the displacement vector. However, this
information is redundant as it has already been obtained
from the 3Q–SQ spectrum of methyl protons.

The one dimensional spectrum of 4 is more densely
crowded than 3 as seen from the Fig. 2d. Therefore, the
analyses of this spectrum is much more challenging than
the previously discussed molecules. The 2D 3Q–SQ corre-
lated spectrum of methyl group of 4 is reported in Fig. 9.
The 3Q dimension provides eight well resolved transitions
for S enantiomer. However, for the R enantiomer only four
transitions are observed due to negligible strength of one of
the remote couplings, which is clearly evident from the
spectrum. This negligible strength of one of the remote
couplings is possibly from the opposite signs of JHH and
DHH. All the derivable parameters are marked in the figure
and reported in the corresponding figure captions.

The 3Q–SQ spectrum involving protons numbered 5, 6
and 7 is shown in Fig. 10. The active couplings i, j and k

for R enantiomer and l, m and n for the S enantiomer
are marked in the figure. The H6 and H7 regions are better
resolved than H5 region. Thus the quartet for S enantiomer
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Fig. 9. Two dimensional 3Q–SQ spectra of selectively excited methyl
protons in (R/S)-propylene oxide. The 2D data matrix is 224 � 128 and
zero filled to 1 k and 512 points before processing. The sine bell window
function is used in both the dimensions. Four scans for each FID and a
recycle delay of 16 s. The optimized s delay is 41.6 ms. The seduced shaped
pulse lengths are 5 ms for both 90� and 180� pulses with different power
levels. The digital resolution is 0.13 and 0.06 Hz in F1 and F2 dimensions,
respectively. The separations (in Hz) represented by different alphabets
provide coupling information. Assignments to R and S enantiomers are
taken from the literature [10]. For S enantiomer: a = 2TH4H4 = 4.7,
b = 3TH4H5 = 6.3 and c = 4TH4H6 = 1.4. The separation 4TH4H7 is not
detectable due to small strength. For R enantiomer: d = 2TH4H4 = 12.5,
e = 3TH4H5 = 4.1, f = 4TH4H6 = 1.5 and g = 4TH4H7 = 0.7.
is marked while only two lines of R enantiomer quartet are
marked in the figure. Each cross section at H5, H6, H7 is a
doublet of doublet because of two active couplings. Dis-
placements marked e, f and g for R enantiomer and b, c

and c* for S enantiomer contains individual passive cou-
plings of H5, H6 and H7 to methyl protons. This informa-
tion is also obtainable from Fig. 9. This spectrum gives
additional information on the relative signs of the cou-
plings. The tilt direction at e is opposite to f and g indicat-
ing coupling e is opposite in sign to f and g. Similarly b has
opposite sign to c. The separation between adjacent 3Q
transitions marked P for S enantiomer is 5.3 Hz. Employ-
ing the relative signs of the couplings measured, it turns out
to be 4.9 Hz (�b + c + c* = 6.3 � 1.4�?, where c* is
immeasurably small and is within line width). Similarly
for R enantiomer, the measured separation in the 3Q
dimension is marked Q and is equal to 2 Hz. These values
obtained by using the relative signs of the couplings is
1.95 Hz (�e + f + g = 4.1 � 0.65 � 1.5). This confirms the
relative signs of the couplings determined.

The advantages of the present study are several fold.

(a) The dramatic resolution has been achieved in the
otherwise broad and featureless spectra and the peak
separation of the order of 0.7 Hz could be measured.

(b) In both selective 3Q–SQ experiments, the values of
nTHH (n = 2,3,4,5) being different for both the enan-
tiomers, there was an unambiguous chiral discrimina-
tion in both the dimensions.

(c) Short and long distance couplings are separated from
each other in a single experiment and both are uti-
lized for discrimination.

(d) Using two 3Q–SQ experiments the complete analyses
of the overlapped spectra of both enantiomers in 3

and 4 have been carried out.
(e) In the methyl group excited experiments the scaling

of nTHH by a factor of three in the 3Q dimension
and one in the SQ dimension results in a net total chi-
ral dispersion of 3.3 times as far as the measurement
of the resonance frequencies between the chiral mol-
ecules are concerned in the tilted direction. The differ-
ence between consecutive R and S peaks {TR

(=nTHH)-TS (=nTHH)} becomes 3 � {TR (=nTHH)-
TS (=nTHH)} in 3Q dimension which contributed to
better chiral discrimination. In the earlier SERF
experiments the consecutive R and S peak separation
was only {TR (=nTHH)-TS (=nTHH)} [5].

(f) The difference in CSA between the two enantiomers is
also enhanced three times in 3Q dimension as is seen
from the difference in the mean frequencies of the
doublets in 3Q dimension of the two enantiomers
for 1 in Fig. 4. Values of these parameters scaled in
the 3Q dimension are:

(i) For (R/S)-2-chloropropionoic acid 3 � {TS

(=3TH�H)-TR (=3TH� H)} = 3 � [17.3 � 16.4]
= 3 � [0.9] = 2.7 Hz dR-dS = 13.8 Hz. in 3Q
dimension
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(ii) For (R/S)-3-butyn-2-ol 3 � {TR (=3TH�H)-TS

(=3TH�H)} = 3 � [48.9 � 32.4] = 3 � [16.5] =
49.5 Hz 3� {TR (=5TH�H)-TS (=5TH� H)} = 3�
[8.95-8.8] = 3 � [0.15] = 0.45 Hz dR-dS = 0.2 Hz.
in 3Q dimension.
From the above analysis it is observed that CSA
enhanced discrimination is more dominating in the spectra
of 1 while enhanced remote coupling assisted discrimina-
tion dominates in 2. The advantage of CSA enhanced dis-
crimination is lost in 3 and 4 due to the application of non-
selective 180� pulse during the t1 period.

(g) The displacement of the cross sections provides the
relative signs of the passive couplings.

(h) In favourable cases, the parameters derived from the
2D spectra can be used for the iterative analysis to
derive all other spectral parameters. This simplifies
the analyses to a large extent.

As a result of the above discussed advantages, the peaks
corresponding to R and S forms in SQ dimension appears
in different cross sections which are well separated from
each other. Thus the problem of overlap of the two spectra
and hence doubling of transitions is also overcome. It can
be pointed out that in the SERF experiment the chiral dis-
crimination is achieved by removing the remote couplings
and keeping short distance couplings in the indirect dimen-
sion. In such spectra the outer peaks get separated from
each other because of the difference in short distance cou-
pling for R and S enantiomers. However the central peaks
are unresolved unlike in our experiment where even the
central peaks of R and S enantiomers are separated as
the two spectra never appear in the same cross section,
exceptions being the case, when the peaks overlap due to
comparable couplings. In SERF, DQ-SERF and BIRD
inserted XH correlation experiments there is no spectral
simplification in the direct dimension.

In general, the technique is applicable to any molecule.
However, the requirement is the resonance of at least one
group of protons should be isolated for selective excitation
of higher quantum. In molecules with several interacting
spins, the simultaneous excitation of several protons results
in correspondingly higher quantum spectrum and conse-
quently higher scaling factor and higher dispersion of the
enantiomer peaks. As far as the limitation of the method-
ology is concerned, it is applicable to spin systems which
provide first order spectra. If the spins are strongly cou-
pled, the spin selective pulses cannot be applied and the
question of determination of relative signs of the couplings
do not arise.

5. Conclusions

The use of chiral liquid crystal for enantiomeric discrim-
ination using proton as a passive spin by spin selective exci-
tation of proton higher quantum coherence has been
demonstrated. The inherent problem of lack of resolution
and overlap in the proton spectrum has been overcome.
The 3Q dimension of methyl protons excited 3Q–SQ exper-
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iment containing fewer transitions provides three times
scaling in the dipolar coupling between the selectively
excited protons and the passive spin resulting in enhanced
separation of the enantiomer peaks. Another significant
advantage is the separation of the passive and active cou-
plings which otherwise would provide broad and feature-
less one dimensional 1H spectra. This important concept
makes this methodology more superior to all the existing
spectroscopic methods for chiral discrimination. Due to
spin state selection, the cross sections along the direct
dimension provided only the active couplings and hence
higher resolution. The passive coupling information can
be extracted from the projection of the displacement vector
connecting peaks of like signs in the multiplet correspond-
ing to the spin states of the passive nuclei. Chiral discrim-
ination gets enhanced by three times scaling of the CSA in
the 3Q dimension in favourable cases. The direction of tilt
of the displacement vectors at difference chemical shift
positions is an indicator of relative signs of the couplings.
However, it is important to highlight the fact that SERF
and DQ-SERF experiments do not provide relative signs
of the couplings. The method utilizes every parameter
determined from both SQ and 3Q dimensions for enantio-
mer visualization. With the combination of experiments,
the complete analyses of broad and featureless 1H spectra
could be carried out and a measure of very small separation
of the order of 0.7 Hz could be made. Thus 1H detection
for chiral discrimination which was hitherto considered
as difficult or impossible has been demonstrated to be pos-
sible and the determination of ee may be routinely
employed in future.
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